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1 Objectives and Lab Materials

The objective of this lab is to familiarize you with using a depth sensor in ROS. For this lab
you are given:

• ASUS Xtion Pro sensor, shown in Figure 1. Reference page: http://www.asus.com/

Multimedia/Xtion_PRO_LIVE/.

The following tasks will guide you through setting up the sensor, calibrating it, character-
izing the noise in the depth measurements and setting up filtering routines. In your report,
describe the steps you have taken to solve each task, as well as the results you obtained
and the methods you used to verify that the system functions properly. Provide your ROS
package source codes as attachments and demonstrate the final system to the lab assistant.

Figure 1: Lab materials
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2 Task 1: Basic Setup (3 points)

In this task you need to install the camera drivers and examine the raw data coming from
your sensor. Follow these steps:

• Install the openni2 package for ros-hydro: sudo apt-get install ros-hydro-openni2-*

• Plug in the camera to a USB 2 port on your computer.
Launch roslaunch openni2_launch openni.launch

• Start rviz with rosrun rviz rviz

• Try subscribing to the different topics published. Take snapshots of the data and
describe in your report what is published on each data topic.

3 Task 2: Basic ROS Node (2 points)

In this task we will set up a basic ROS node that subscribes to depth and color images, as
well as point clouds and unpacks the sensor messages into corresponding OpenCV and PCL
objects.

• For this lab you will be provided with a simple ROS node template. Download the
code by cloning the git repository
git clone https://github.com/tstoyanov/sensors_lab2.git

• Place the folder in your ROS workspace and catkin make the package asus node.

• Run the node and verify that you can see the images and pointcloud messages.

• Modify the code to save images and point clouds to the hard drive and include sample
files in your report.

4 Task 3: Color Camera Calibration (5 points)

In this task we will calibrate the intrinsic parameters of the color camera of the ASUS sensor.

• Following the tutorial at
http://wiki.ros.org/camera_calibration/Tutorials/MonocularCalibration

calibrate the camera stream /camera/rgb/image raw.

• How would you go about verifying the calibration results? In a quantitative manner?

• Using the results you obtained, modify the camera.yaml file for your device. Observe
the resulting images and colored point clouds.
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5 Task 4: Noise Characterization (5 points)

In this task we will measure noise in the depth readings of the sensor.

• Modify your ROS node to observe a small window of depth image pixels around the
center of the image. Compute average and standard deviation distances for measure-
ments within the window.

• Place your camera on a stable moveable platform. Make sure the camera is at least
0.5m above the floor and that it points parallel to the floor. Place your setup in front
of a flat wall. Using your node, record mean and variance of range readings at suitably
chosen distances from the wall. Use a measuring tape to record ground truth range.
Record the input depth images using rosbag. Record at least 10 seconds of data for
each position.

• Generate graphs of your distance errors and range variance. What can you say about
the errors? Does the window size affect your results?

6 Task 5: Noise Filtering (6 points)

In this task we will test the impact of different filtering techniques on the depth images.

• Look at the openCV tutorial on image smoothing at http://docs.opencv.org/doc/
tutorials/imgproc/gausian_median_blur_bilateral_filter/gausian_median_blur_

bilateral_filter.html

• Using the code snippets provided there, modify your ROS node to produce depth
images filtered using Gaussian blur, median filtering and bilateral filtering.

• Explain the effects of the different filters on a suitably chosen target scene.

• Implement a methods to produce median and average images over multiple image
samples. Compare the effects of averaging / taking the median of ten consequtive
depth images to the single image filters you implemented above.

• Using the recorded bag files from Task 4, produce graphs of the distance error when
using the filters you implemented. How is the distance error affected by each filter?
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